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A scientist looks at the world the way a man looks at a woman.¹

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, feminist scholarship has had a notable impact on both theory and practice in many areas of law.² Criminal law,³ civil rights,⁴ family law,⁵ employment law,⁶ tax law,⁷ and a host of other fields have all benefitted from examination using the analytical tools developed by feminist commentators. In some instances, these tools have been deployed to point out explicit discrimination or inequity in the law that resulted in direct and palpable disadvantage to women or other subordinated classes. In other instances, these tools have been used to illuminate less apparent structural biases in the law, which serve to reinforce stereotypes or perpetuate oppressive power relationships.

Despite widespread influence across many other areas of law, feminist perspectives have been slow in coming to intellectual property law.⁸ However, a growing body of recent scholarship has now begun to engage


http://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/jgspl/vol19/iss3/6
the theory and doctrine of intellectual property from a feminist perspective. The majority of this developing literature has focused on the law of copyright and the law of trademarks. Attention to the law of patents has been sparse; while feminist intellectual property scholarship itself is underdeveloped, feminist patent scholarship is almost unheard of.

In previous work, I have argued that although the conversation in Second Wave and even Third Wave feminism might seem to have passed intellectual property by, the tools provided by feminist scholarship are useful in critiquing and evaluating characteristics of intellectual property law that might otherwise go unexamined. In this Article, I extend that discussion, focusing particularly upon the law of patents, in the hope of prompting a more robust examination of a core area of intellectual property, where feminist insights have to date been underdeveloped. I will offer some exploratory thoughts as to areas of patent law where feminist methodologies may be applicable, where there appears to be some consonance between patent doctrine and previous feminist scholarship. In particular, I draw upon prior foundational work that has been done in areas such as tort law, showing the relationship between legal standards and feminist epistemologies.

I begin by considering a variety of ways in which the patent system might entail gender bias, the general criteria by which such a gendered system might be detected, and the concerns that might stem from differing degrees of masculine bias were we to find them. Then, much like a mineralogist or epidemiologist searching for hypothesized phenomena, I sample an area of the patent system where expected evidence of gender might likely be identified. To assay the patent system for possible gendered characteristics, I turn to the objective doctrines of patentability embodied in the legal fiction of the “PHOSITA,” the Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art. I suggest that this standard displays the same gendered characteristics noted in previous feminist critiques of “objective”


12. See Burk, Feminism and Dualism, supra note 8.
legal standards, such as tort law. I also consider the more general problem of “objectivity” as that has been critiqued in feminist scholarship. Given the close relationship between patent law and technological progress, I draw particularly on critiques of objectivity in feminist studies of science and technology. I conclude with some suggestions as to how patent law might be viewed differently were such feminist critiques of objectivity taken into account in formulating patent policy.

II. IN SEARCH OF THE GENDERED PATENT

The title of this Article poses a question that (as I have been frequently told) strikes many readers as improbable, even nonsensical. What could it possibly mean for a legal document, or a system of exclusive rights, to encompass the attributes of gender? Answering that question, a sort of challenge to the question posed by the title, requires us to address a further series of nested, subsidiary questions. What might a gendered patent or gendered patent system look like? How would we recognize it if we saw it, and why would we care if we did? What in fact do we mean when considering gender in such a context?

To begin answering these questions, I start with the last of them, devoting some attention to considering what is meant by gender. The proper definition for this term is a difficult question that has commanded a good deal of attention from feminist commentators, and even after considerable time and consideration the discussion probably has not resulted in a definition that would entirely satisfy everyone. A thorough exploration of the gender question would certainly entail levels of nuance and complexity that I do not propose to resolve, or even deeply engage here; doing so would take us too far afield. But we can establish at least a general sense of what is meant: feminist commentators have discussed gender in terms of societal roles and attitudes related to sex, but have tended to distinguish gender from sex.13 On this view, gender constitutes a set of social behaviors and expectations, while sex constitutes a set of physical characteristics. Gender is culturally negotiated, while sex is (largely) determined by biology.

Of course, this distinction is not pristine.14 The biological determination of sex necessarily comes with a caveat, first because the decision as to which biological characteristics should define sex is itself a socially

13. See Jane Flax, Gender as a Social Problem: In and For Feminist Theory, 31 AMERIKASTUDIEREN 193 (1986) [hereinafter Flax, Gender as a Social Problem]; Sherry Ortner, Is Male to Female as Nature is to Culture?, in WOMEN, CULTURE, AND SOCIETY 67 (Michelle Rosaldo & Louise Lamphere eds., 1974); Joan Scott, Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis, 91 AM. HIST. REV. 1053, 1054 (1986).

constructed choice,\textsuperscript{15} and second because the biological characteristics considered to define sex, from genetics through physiology and morphology, span a continuum of structures rather than falling into discrete binary features for male and female.\textsuperscript{16} The decision as to whether a given individual constitutes a biological male or female thus remains something of a constructed choice.\textsuperscript{17} At the same time, it would seem foolish in an age of genomics to claim that the cultural construction of gender is never informed by biological differences, even if those differences are culturally interpreted and their biological component is less determinate than popular wisdom might assume.

Thus, while acknowledging the caveats and complexities of this approach, dividing gender from sex allows us to say something useful about the nature of the former term, and something particularly useful to our inquiry here. Gender on this view comprises a certain role; it is a social performative.\textsuperscript{18} This implies that “masculine” and “feminine” gender are malleable roles within social relations, and most importantly, within social relations of power.\textsuperscript{19} Feminist critiques of gender are particularly concerned with the degree to which such designations may promote and reinforce patterns of dominance and submission. Feminist critiques of law in turn tend to consider the degree to which various social institutions, particularly legal institutions, may promote and reinforce the expected roles of masculinity and femininity—and, consequently, the degree to which legal institutions may promote or perpetuate social patterns of dominance and submission.\textsuperscript{20} Gendering of law and legal institutions may be explicitly directed at promoting such social roles, or their effect may be more subtle, incorporating into their structure certain general assumptions on which gendered roles are based.\textsuperscript{21}

This insight offers a general guide for our consideration of patent doctrine. The question that has previously been posed in other areas of law

\textsuperscript{15} See Donn\-a J. Haraway, Primate Visions: Gender, Race, and Nature in the World of Modern Sciences 350 (1989); Thomas Laqueur, Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud 11 (1990).

\textsuperscript{16} Judith Butler, Variations on Sex and Gender: Beauvoir, Wittig, and Foucault, in Feminism as Critique 128 (Seyla Benhabib & Drucilla Cornell eds., 1987); Monique Wittig, One is Not Born a Woman, 1 Feminist Issues 47 (1981).


\textsuperscript{18} See Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (1999).


\textsuperscript{20} See Katherine T. Bartlett, Feminist Legal Methods, 103 Harv. L. Rev. 829, 830 (1990).

is the same that we will pose regarding gender in patenting: to what extent might the patent system entail assumptions, practices, or institutional standards that create or reinforce social patterns of dominance and submission?

With that rough definition of what we may be looking for in the patent system, I turn to the other questions posed: considering how we might recognize gendered patents if we found them, and why we would care to make the attempt.

A. Gendered Effects

Problematic effects of gendering might manifest themselves at several different levels of the patent system. The most obvious effect, and the version that most people would most readily perceive as a problem, would arise if we were to find that the patent system is gendered, either intentionally or unintentionally, in such a way as to exclude women. Such exclusions might include signs of overt discrimination, such as formal or informal prohibitions against participation by women; for example, if women were officially barred from obtaining or holding patents, or alternatively, if women were as a practical matter excluded from obtaining or holding patents because of prejudices or attitudes in the institutions that administer the system. The former type of prohibition might occur if women were, say, statutorily excluded from the patent system. But the same outcome might be reached if the latter were to occur; if for example, patent examiners held a particular view of invention or inventors that inclined them to reject applications from women more often than applications from men.

Historically, there is some evidence of just such prohibitions, periods during which women were discouraged from claiming credit for technological innovation, so that either no patents were sought at all for women’s inventions, or if patents were sought for women’s inventions, they were done so in the names of the fathers, brothers, or husbands of the actual inventor. But it is difficult to find anything so blatantly discriminatory in the present patent system—no statutes or regulations stating that women are forbidden from filing patent applications or holding patents, no statements or overt actions by examiners or Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) officials discouraging women from applying for patents, no formal rules or policies prohibiting women from joining the

examination corps at the PTO, or barring them from taking the patent agent’s examination. Such formal or informal deterrents, were they found, would clearly constitute violations of current law, subject to formal legal sanctions.

The lack of explicit prohibitions on female participation in patenting might prompt some observers to conclude that there is no cause for worry over gendered patents. If there are no explicit prohibitions, then perhaps there is no need for alarm. However, while much progress as has been seen in other areas of feminist reform such as employment, the removal of explicit discrimination does not necessarily mean the end of all discrimination. Although women are no longer explicitly excluded from many professions and workplace positions, they continue to be hampered by prejudicial attitudes and social structures even after new laws removed the explicit barriers to participation in those jobs.

Certainly there remain troubling indicators of exclusion in the patent system. It is fairly clear that women obtain fewer patents than men; in addition, there are fewer women than men in the corps of patent examiners, and among the registered agents and attorneys who practice patent law. Such indicators of reduced participation sustain the concern that the present day patent system retains some residue of more overt discrimination. Harking back to the definition of gender considered above, we might wonder whether, even in the absence of overt discrimination, the patent system is somehow calibrated to disadvantage or exclude those who are designated to play the female role in society.

It is also worth noting that evidence of the first kind of gendering, the explicit or de facto exclusion of women from the patent system, could be taken as evidence of the latter kind of gendering, the masculinization of patent doctrine and patentable subject matter. However, a lack of evidence of the former kind of gendering does not necessarily preclude the latter kind of gendering; women might be participating in the patent system, but under social or epistemological constraints that perpetuate subordinate status.

Feminist scholars have expressed a parallel concern that either the culture or epistemology of science and engineering are hostile to women, resulting in relatively few women entering these fields of endeavor, and even fewer succeeding in reaching a point where they can generate the

25. See, e.g., CYNTHIA COCKBURN & SUSAN ORMROD 1 (1993); WAJCMAN, supra note 22, at 16.
kinds of technological developments that would qualify for a patent. There is certainly considerable evidence that fewer women than men select careers in physical science and engineering, and some evidence that those who do select such careers encounter gender-based discomfort in their chosen fields. If women generate fewer patents than men, this could simply be a sort of spillover from the paucity of women in science and engineering; if fewer women professionally engage technological innovation, fewer will obtain patents on technological innovations.

But there is also the possibility that the patent system, aligned as it is toward scientific and technological progress, is subject to the same cultural miasma that seems to deter women from full involvement in science and engineering. The sparse participation of women in the patent system may not simply be spillover from an impediment in science, but rather an impediment common to both science and patenting. In particular, if, as some have argued, the fundamental assumptions and practices of science are gendered, and if the patent system is oriented toward those same assumptions and practices, with the goal of promoting technological innovation, then the patent system may be hostile to female participation, quite apart from any independent hostility in the technological arts.

This possibility suggests a more generalized concern: it may be that the patent system is gendered—not overtly in order to promote oppression, or even surreptitiously so as to exclude women—such that it is infected with a prevailing set of attitudes about the social role of women. In this view, the patent system might be harboring and reinforcing patterns of thought and action that disadvantage women systemically, and not merely with regard to patenting or associated technological activities. In that case, the patent system may constitute a component of an overall social system that is biased against women and the roles they play in society.

Of course, in one sense this would suggest that the patent system is no worse than many, or perhaps most, social institutions, and that while such biases in the patent system would be troublesome, they would be by no means unique to patents and patenting. In this case, while the gendering of the patent system may be real, and perhaps requires correction, one might argue that the patent system will simply have to take a number and get in

line behind the myriad of other institutions that share the same defects. Indeed, if the problem is generalized, then perhaps a complete correction might need to wait for a general societal solution to the underlying causes.

But even if the putative inequalities within the patent system are part of a larger problem, it makes little sense to wait for the advent of general solutions to the issue of inequality before addressing gender issues in the patent system. It may be that the paucity of women inventors would resolve itself if there were first a resolution of the problem of sparse participation of women in science and engineering. But the inverse might equally well be true; the patent system could be a key tool in attracting women to science and engineering. Given that the stated purpose of the patent system is to promote innovation, a patent system conducive to female participation might better fulfill that goal, and generate additional contributions from women into the technologies that rely upon patents.

Neither should we assume that addressing the most blatant problems, such as the scarcity of female inventors or female engineers, will necessarily resolve the less obvious structural gendering in the patent system, if such gendering problems can be found. As desirable as solving those most blatant problems might be, merely addressing the symptoms and leaving the underlying problem of gender untouched may allow it to manifest itself in other damaging ways. Certainly the possible lack of a comprehensive, global solution to sexism is no reason to delay critically examining the structure and practices of the patent system to determine what assumptions or doctrines might contribute to gendered outcomes. If the diagnosis does not immediately suggest a cure, we can still have it on hand to guide us when a cure becomes available.

III. OBJECTIVITY AND OBJECTIFICATION

An inquiry into the gendering of patents need not begin from scratch; previous feminist commentary on the roles of women in science and the law shows considerable consonance with the range of possible pathologies identified above. The existing literature that might be brought to bear on this question is enormous. Consequently, I propose to focus here on a discrete set of prior arguments that seem to hold the most promise for illuminating gendering in the patent system. A considerable body of literature exists regarding the gendering of science; much of this analysis links to the purportedly “objective” viewpoint adopted in the epistemology of modern science. Similarly, previous consideration of legal doctrine has often focused on the effects of so-called “objective” standards in the law. Since much of patent doctrine, too, hinges upon an objective legal standard, we will begin an analysis of gendering in the patent system there.
A. The PHOSITA Standard

The standard for patentability in several different areas of the patent statute is defined in terms of the “person having ordinary skill in the art,” which is sometimes abbreviated with the acronym PHOSITA.\(^29\) The PHOSITA is not the inventor, since an inventor is by definition someone of extraordinary skill in the art, but is someone who is entitled to the grant of a patent for having made available to humankind technology that would not be obvious to mere artisans.\(^30\) However, the person of extraordinary skill is defined in relation to one of ordinary skill; the skill requisite to the inventor is determined by that of the PHOSITA. The inventor is measured against all that the PHOSITA knows, including every reference in the pertinent art, and is assumed to additionally possess a kind of vision or imagination that advances the art beyond what the PHOSITA could conceive.\(^31\)

Perhaps the most memorable formulation of this legal standard may be the visualization of the test for obviousness famously set out in the opinion of Judge Rich in *In re Winslow*.\(^32\) The question in *In re Winslow* was whether the claimed invention, a paper bag filling device, was obvious.\(^33\) Generally, the courts and the PTO use an obviousness standard to measure the skill and knowledge of the PHOSITA with respect to prior art references. In *Winslow*, the patent examiner identified at least two prior art references that had been patented by others and had features similar to those of the claimed Winslow invention.\(^34\) An obvious combination of features from old references is unpatentable,\(^35\) and the legal question was whether Winslow’s invention was such an obvious combination.\(^36\)

The PTO decided that the Winslow invention was obvious. The appellate court reviewing the PTO’s determination used an imaginary scenario, the famous “Winslow tableau,” to examine the obviousness of the invention. This analysis envisions the inventor surrounded by the prior art references that entail pertinent aspects or features of the claimed invention:

> We think the proper way to apply the 103 obviousness test to a case like this is to first picture the inventor as working in his shop with the prior art references—which he is presumed to know—hanging on the walls


\(^{32}\) *In re Winslow, 365 F.2d 1017, 1017 (C.C.P.A. 1966).*

\(^{33}\) *Id.* at 1020.

\(^{34}\) *Id.* at 1019.


\(^{36}\) *In re Winslow, 365 F.2d at 1020.*
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around him. One then notes that what applicant Winslow built here he
admits is basically a Gerbe bag holder having air-blast bag opening to
which he has added two bag retaining pins. Winslow would have
said to himself, “Now what can I do to hold them more securely?”
Looking around the walls, he would see Hellman’s envelopes with holes
in their flaps hung on a rod. He would then say to himself, “Ha! I can
punch holes in my bags and put a little rod (pin) through the holes. That
will hold them! After filling the bags, I’ll pull them off the pins as does
Hellman. Scoring the flap should make tearing easier.”

Despite the narrative imagery featured in the Winslow tableau, it is not a
narrative that reflects actual invention. The court follows the narrative to
illustrate and buttress its reasoning, and not to reconstruct any inventive
activity that in fact occurs. The Winslow scenario is a legal fiction,
intended, as Pooh-Bah might have said, to give artistic verisimilitude to an
otherwise bald and unconvincing narrative. It is not an inquiry regarding
the inventor’s real-world course of conduct or state of mind. The
standard depicted in Winslow is not a “subjective” standard that reflects the
particular occurrence of invention, but rather constitutes what the law refers
to as an “objective” standard, that is not intended to be tied to any
particular inventor or invention. It attempts to adopt a sort of impassive
“God’s eye view” of the invention process, as it might be idealized in the
law.

The fact that the PHOSITA standard is intended to be legally objective
burdens it with considerable epistemological and connotative baggage.
Certain notions are bound up in the designation of an objective legal
standard. The label “objective” itself entails connotations of neutrality,
detachment, and impartiality. The PHOSITA standard is employed and
applied in many cases, but what is most striking about the scenario
imagined by the court in Winslow is the attempt to typify and personify the
objective standard. The qualities that are depicted in the court’s analytical
scenario make the case a compelling entry point into the analysis and
critique of objectivity in the patent system.

To begin with, the PHOSITA, as graphically depicted in Winslow, is
endowed with a sort of superhuman capacity to know all the relevant prior

37. Id.
1984).
41. See id.; see also Hodosh v. Block Drug Co., 786 F.2d 1136, 1144 (Fed. Cir.
1986).
42. See CATHERINE MACKNINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED: DISCOURSES ON LIFE
AND LAW 50 (1987) [hereinafter MACKNINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED].
The law assesses the invention against the prior art, so in effect holds the inventor responsible for the prior art, even though it may be that no human inventor could actually know all the prior art. Indeed, it could be that actual persons of skill in the art could not locate or obtain all the relevant prior art. But, as depicted in the Winslow tableau, the inventor is envisioned as actually knowing—and having almost supernatural access to—the prior art.

A second notable and instructive dimension to the Winslow scenario is its depiction of the inventor’s activity while inventing. The court’s hypothetical is striking in its portrayal of the inventor as engaged in a kind of conceptual re-arrangement of prior art components, divorced from the messy and sometimes frustrating manipulation of physical materials. The Winslow inventor need not get his hands dirty, struggle with stripped screws, or sweep up anything dropped on the floor. Rather, in patent law, the inventive act is entirely an act of mental effort; it is complete when the inventor has fully constructed the invention in his mind, and any material instantiation is merely an afterthought.

A third and equally striking characteristic of the Winslow tableau is its depiction of an idealized inventor—who, in the Winslow case, ultimately proves to be not an extraordinarily skilled inventor, but only a PHOSITA—inventing in splendid isolation from the practitioners of his technological art, or from other outside influences, and for that matter, from the tools and means of invention. The inventor is envisioned as having a kind of rarified connection to the technical community through the references imagined to be hung before him, but no other individual or influence appears on the scene other than the references and the inventor’s own imagination. The act of invention in this depiction seems to be a solitary and self-contained event.

These characteristics, implicit or explicit in the Winslow court’s imagined scenario, convey a graphic sense of how patent law views inventions, the act of invention, and inventors. In this respect, Winslow reflects the disposition of legal doctrine surrounding the PHOSITA throughout patent law; the Winslow tableau personifies not only an objective legal standard for patenting, but a particular epistemology that accompanies the standard. The aspects of the Winslow inventor that I have

43. See Michael Ebert, Superperson and the Prior Art, 67 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK OFF. SOC’Y 657 (1985).
44. Kimberly-Clark Corp., 745 F.2d at 1453.
46. See Burk, Feminism and Dualism, supra note 8, at 194.
47. See Technitrol Inc. v. United States, 440 F.2d 1363, 1369 (Ct. Cl. 1971); Townsend v. Smith, 36 F.2d 292, 295 (C.C.P.A. 1929).
highlighted—the sense of isolation, the prior art omniscience, the rarified
mental activity—are consonant with those identified in previous analyses
of legal personifications in other areas of the law, where commentators
have tied such incidents of objectivity to gender. In particular, the analysis
of tort law’s objective standard for precautions taken by a “reasonably
prudent person” sheds light on the character of the PHOSITA.

B. The Reasonably Prudent Person

The PHOSITA is not alone in the law as a legally personified construct;
other fictional legal figures exist to define the standards in other areas of
law. 48 Perhaps most famously, the “reasonably prudent person” defines the
standard of care in tort law: the proper standard of behavior for purposes of
tort is the level of care or caution or accident prevention that would be
exercised by a reasonably prudent person. 49 Failure to behave at least as
cautiously as a reasonably prudent person results in tort liability. Courts
and commentators are clear that the reasonably prudent person is not any
actual person; it is rather an imagined composite of the communal
expectations imposed by law. 50

The reasonably prudent person has been the subject of feminist critique,
perhaps most famously by Leslie Bender, who argues that this standard of
tort law entails a gendered construct that deserves reconsideration. 51
Bender relates that she came to re-consider the reasonably prudent person
standard by wondering about the odd, counterintuitive results arising out of
American tort law’s duty to rescue doctrine, or more properly, American
tort law’s no duty to rescue doctrine. 52 American tort law classically holds
that, absent some pre-existing special relationship, the reasonably prudent
person has no duty to go even slightly out of his way to rescue another
individual’s life, even in situations where there would be no cost or peril to
the potential rescuer. 53 The law imposes not the slightest responsibility to

51. See Leslie Bender, A Lawyer’s Primer on Feminist Theory and Tort, 38 J. LEGAL EDUC. 3 (1988) [hereinafter Bender, A Lawyer’s Primer].
52. See id. at 33.
rescue a stranger; this is apparently not something the law can reasonably ask of a prudent person.  

But, of course the failure to rescue someone, particularly at no cost or peril to the rescuer, immediately strikes most persons as both imprudent and unreasonable.  Students first confronted with the rule are frequently surprised, and even shocked, that the law entails not even the most trivial expectation to assist another person who is in distress.  This serves as a useful starting point to re-consider the legal duties imposed by American tort law, as well as the duties not imposed by tort law.  A rule so at odds with the common sensibilities of the community invites one to interrogate the legal standard that leads to such a result.

Bender suggests that such a surprising result stems from a system through which there runs an assumption of separation rather than of connection, and which concomitantly overemphasizes rights rather than responsibilities.  The social milieu from which the tort rescue cases arise is one that constructs the individual as self-sustaining, separate from others in the community, and so divorced from their welfare.  The law that assumes this view is loathe to impose a responsibility upon the individual, even when the imposition is minimal or costless.  Rather, the law is couched in terms of rights that the individual can invoke to defend against intrusions by others.  The victim who needs rescue does not need a defense against an encroachment, so no tort principle is invoked.  Instead, a duty to rescue the victim would require an affirmative obligation on the part of the potential rescuer, and this is simply not what the law is constructed to do.

Bender and others have pointed out that this construction of the individual is part and parcel of the “objective” legal standard entailed by

72 VA. L. REV. 879 (1986).

54. See, e.g., Theobald v. Dolcimascola, 690 A.2d 1100 (N.J. 1997) (finding no duty for onlookers to prevent a friend from playing Russian Roulette); Handiboe v. McCarthy, 151 S.E.2d 905 (Ga. Ct. App. 1966) (holding there is no duty to rescue a drowning child); Yania v. Bigan, 155 A.2d 343 (Pa. 1959) (refusing to recognize a duty to rescue a drowning man); RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 314; RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS § 37 (stating that there is no duty to rescue another from independently occurring harm).

55. Cf. Peter Singer, Famine, Affluence, and Morality, 1 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 229 (1972) (arguing that failure to save a human life at no risk to the rescuer is objectively immoral).

56. Id.


58. See Bender, A Lawyer’s Primer, supra note 51, at 35-36; see also Leslie Bender, Feminist (Re)Torts: Thoughts on the Liability Crisis, Mass Torts, Power, and Responsibilities, 1990 DUKE L.J. 848, 895 (1990) [hereinafter Bender, Feminist (Re)Torts] (arguing that rights are emphasized over responsibility in mass torts).
the reasonably prudent person. Objectivity carries with it the connotation of arm’s-length disengagement—of distance, detachment, neutrality, and an underlying assumption of separation between subject and object, between observer and observed. Thus, an “objective” tort standard constructs the ideal citizen as dispassionate, distanced, and divorced from personal connections to the surrounding community. These qualities are perhaps most apparent in the duty to rescue cases, but suffuse the tort system generally. The duty to rescue doctrine poses the extreme case, but the qualities it typifies are by no means unique.

Indeed, Bender notes that even the gender neutrality of the reasonably prudent “person” is a nomenclature of relatively recent vintage. Only a few decades ago, the standard in tort law was that of the reasonably prudent man. Only more recently was the more gender-neutral term person attached to the standard. But the change in terminology was unaccompanied by a change in doctrinal substance. Bender suggests that the original masculine designation of the tort standard was not trivial, nor accidental, nor substantially altered in any substantive respect by the rhetorical switch to a gender-neutral designation. The reasonably prudent person still reflects the isolated, self-regarding, rights-based regime of the reasonably prudent man.

It is worth noting that the reasonable person is not confined to tort law; the reasonable person also appears in Anglo-American criminal law, typically in the context of manslaughter or justifiable homicide, where one suspects that, again, the standard is not so gender neutral as the term “person” might suggest. For example, the perpetrator of homicide might be considered justified in his actions, or liable for a lesser offense than murder, if the “reasonable person” would have reacted similarly under the circumstances. Classically, the circumstances in which a reasonable “person” would commit homicide involve catching his wife or girlfriend in flagrante with another man. Some cases also suggest that the reasonable


60. See Bender, A Lawyer’s Primer, supra note 51, at 36; see also Francis H. Bohlen, The Moral Duty to Aid Others as the Basis of Tort Liability, 56 U. PA. L. REV. 217, 220 (1908) (noting that the no-duty rule “is founded on that attitude of extreme individualism so typical of Anglo-Saxon legal thought”).

61. Bender, A Lawyer’s Primer, supra note 51, at 22.

62. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 285 (1965) (discussing the “reasonable man” standard); see also Ronald K. L. Collins, Language, History, and the Legal Process: A Profile of the “Reasonable Man”, 8 RUTGERS L.J. 311, 315-16 (1977) (noting that because women historically had no legal status, they were excluded from consideration of the legal standard).

63. See Bender, The Lawyer’s Primer, supra note 51, at 7.

“person” becomes homicidal in response to homoerotic sexual overtures.\textsuperscript{65} Generally speaking, one might conclude that criminal law permits the reasonable person to behave unreasonably where his sexual proclivities are threatened. Again, as in Bender’s analysis of tort, this seems a standard divorced from community concerns, more focused upon rights than upon responsibilities.

Bender concludes her analysis by suggesting a re-formulation of the tort standard that might take better account of the values embraced by feminism—a formulation not so insistent upon rights at the expense of responsibilities, a formulation that would recognize community and connection over autonomy and isolation. She characterizes this as a caring and concerned neighbor standard,\textsuperscript{66} a standard that, in contrast to the reasonably prudent person standard, might require an individual to make some effort to rescue another who was in distress.\textsuperscript{67} In many other cases—for example, where the effort to rescue might place the rescuer in some peril—the “caring and concerned neighbor” standard might lead to the same result as an analysis under the reasonably prudent person standard. But in general, Bender’s re-formulation of tort duties would require more engaged—and some might say, more intrusive—requirements of behavior under the tort system.

\textbf{C. Objectivity in Law}

Bender is not alone in her assessment of the purportedly neutral, dispassionate, objective legal standard. Other commentators have also critiqued legal objectivity, arguing that other legal standards are closely tied to “masculine” themes of dominance and subordination. In this essay, I do not propose to review neither all of these standards, nor all the debates against (and among) them. However, I will touch on one of the most prominent and influential critiques of legal objectivity, which has been offered by Catherine MacKinnon.\textsuperscript{68} MacKinnon’s work has a direct bearing on feminist critique of objectivity outside of law, tying the debate in law to that in other disciplines, including the question of objectivity in science.

MacKinnon draws a direct correlation between objectivity and objectification; she has argued that “to look at the world objectively is to


\textsuperscript{66} See Bender, \textit{A Lawyer’s Primer}, supra note 51, at 30.

\textsuperscript{67} See id. at 36.

\textsuperscript{68} See CATHERINE MACKINNON, TOWARDS A FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STATE (1989) [hereinafter MACKINNON, FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STATE]; MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED, supra note 42.
To view something objectively is to view it as having by its nature certain characteristics. Frequently, the “natural” characteristics of the object that are foregrounded by the observer are those that are useful to the observer. The objective stance thus allows the observer to attribute to the object the attributes desired by the observer. Here, the objective trope of distance and of neutrality becomes important; the purported separation of objectifier and object allows the objectifier to assert detachment, and therefore impartiality, when observing the attributes of an object. The character attributed to the object is therefore asserted to be its innate and natural character rather than that projected by the observer.

In MacKinnon’s view, objectivity therefore masks or hides the power of the observer: the power to assign certain attributes to the objects of his consideration. MacKinnon argues that this facade in turn allows objectivity to be used to perpetuate social conditions of hierarchy; the dominant social order can be characterized as “natural” rather than created. She is particularly concerned that an objective standpoint can be so used to create and perpetuate subordinate status for women. Objectivity thus fosters the view that the social differences between men and women are viewed as objectively natural or characteristic of the sexes, rather than socially constructed. Objectivity becomes a key trope in creating and enforcing gender.

This critique of objectivity may be helpful in a number of respects to illuminate the relationship between several elements we have already encountered in thinking about legal standards: the move from objectivity to objectification, the role of distance and impartiality, and a commonality between objectivity in science and objectivity in law. But in thinking about patent standards, at some point it may perhaps be necessary to part company with MacKinnon’s line of argument. In all of her work, MacKinnon is primarily and famously concerned with the problem of sexual violence against women; she argues that a pervasive culture of
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75. See Haslanger, supra note 71, at 231-32; Zukert, supra note 1, at 273, 279.
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77. See Haslanger, supra note 71, at 229.
78. See MACKINNON, FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STATE, supra note 68, at 113-14; MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED, supra note 42, at 6-7.
79. See MACKINNON, FEMINISM UNMODIFIED, supra note 42, at 50.
objectification is the cultural antecedent that leads to rape and other forms of sexual assault.\footnote{80} This concern colors her analysis at every juncture. MacKinnon appears to claim that all acts of domination entail a sexual aspect: “The act of control,” she says, “. . . is itself eroticized under male supremacy.”\footnote{81} Objectification is a mechanism of control, and control or dominance is in her analysis always erotic.\footnote{82} This stance may pose something of a problem in drawing upon MacKinnon to consider objective standards in patent law, as it implies that the material or, ultimately, financial control conferred by patent law’s objective standards part of the patriarchy’s overall culture of erotic dominance. Dominance of the material world from which the invention is drawn, of the materials or processes that comprise the invention, of licensors and users of the invention, is on MacKinnon’s analysis ultimately grounded in a standpoint of sexual subordination.\footnote{83}

This focus by MacKinnon on eroticization has been controversial\footnote{84} and seems dubious the farther one gets from areas of law that deal directly with sexualized behaviors. Certainly it is not difficult to see how the theory applies to employment discrimination or to the law of rape. But it is problematic as a general theory of objectivity; the theory seems better suited to criminal law or family law than to intellectual property. One might well question the extent to which an objective standard in patent law implicates sexual domination of women—the assertion seems reminiscent of the Freudian penchant for seeing sexuality everywhere, and one is reminded of the admonition that “sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.”\footnote{85} Similarly, it may be that sometimes subordination and discrimination are just subordination and discrimination, without necessarily being erotic subordination and discrimination.

But even setting aside this controversial dimension of MacKinnon’s views, her critique remains a powerful indictment of the objective stance, and with implications beyond legal objectivity. Under her analysis, any field that purports detachment, neutrality, or objectivity, is an endeavor where power relationships are being masked. The implication is that objectivity, as represented in such contexts, is impossible, leads to false or mistaken beliefs about the world, and indeed, constitutes a method of

\footnote{80} See id. at 6.

\footnote{81} Id. at 50.

\footnote{82} See id. at 7.

\footnote{83} See MACKINNON, FEMINIST THEORY OF THE STATE, supra note 68, at 108.

\footnote{84} See, e.g., DONNA HARAWAY, SIMIANS, CYBORGs, AND WOMen: THE REINVENTION OF NATURE 158-59 (1991) (criticizing MacKinnon’s construction of feminism as unidimensional).

\footnote{85} Which, although attributed to Freud, appears to be largely apocryphal. See RALPH KEYES, NICE GUYS FINISH SEVENTH: FALSE PHRASES, SPURIOUS SAYINGS, AND FAMILIAR MISQUOTATIONS 173 (1992).
For our purposes here, this would be true not only of objective legal standards, but also of the objective standards purported for scientific observation and experimentation; as MacKinnon asserts, “What is objectively known corresponds to the world and can be verified by being pointed to (as science does) because the world itself is controlled from the same point of view.” These same effects of objective standards have been explored by feminist scholars as well.

**D. Objectivity in Science**

Objectivity is the practical and epistemological foundation of modern science; this is perhaps not quite the same objectivity as found in legal standards, but, as MacKinnon intimates, it is at least a close conceptual cousin. Like legal standards, scientific observation is expected to be detached, neutral, and dispassionate. Feminist scholarship on science has interrogated such claims, producing a range of critiques that roughly correlate to the continuum of potential concerns that I outlined in the first section above, asking successively more fundamental questions about the scientific enterprise. Each of these scholars have noted some degree of gendering in current scientific practice, and at least three different schools of critique have evolved, each successively indicting more fundamental tenets of the traditional scientific enterprise.

The first set of scholars, nominated by some as “feminist empiricists” accept that the fundamental epistemology and method of science are sound, but that gender bias inhibits science from being executed properly. These critics suggest that due to gendering, science has been not true to its own principles. Rather, science as it is currently constituted is by its own criteria bad science, because it fails to engage and involve women. For example, a historical failure to include women in clinical medical trials skews the outcome and excludes valuable, valid scientific data. Such science fails on its own terms; it is empirically deficient as science. Curing such gender bias in scientific thought and practice enables science to live
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up to its potential; it produces better science.

Other feminist scholars go further in their critiques. A range of commentators, dubbed feminist “standpoint” theorists, have tended to argue that the scientific endeavor is itself incomplete, as it fails to take into account the unique perspectives or standpoint that might be brought to bear by women or others outside the current framework of science.\(^{93}\) They view the problem not as science failing on its own terms; rather, they question the terms on which science is conducted. It may be that there are valuable forms of knowledge that are not captured by the scientific method; such knowledge should be viewed as legitimate even if “unscientific.”\(^{94}\) Indeed, these scholars sometimes argue that knowledge drawn from the standpoint of women or other subordinated peoples may be preferable to mainstream science, since as “outsiders,” women are less likely to be blinded by the dominant societal paradigm, and so may offer unique and more accurate views of the world.\(^{95}\)

The classic example offered by standpoint critics of the scientific method is that of Barbara McClintock, the celebrated discoverer of transposons, or “jumping genes,” that replicate themselves autonomously in the DNA of higher organisms.\(^{96}\) McClintock’s genetics work leading to the discovery of transposons was performed with maize, a genetically complex organism. McClintock related that her hypotheses and targets of investigation were based upon having had a “feeling for the organism” that led her to postulate, and ultimately prove, her unorthodox theories about migrating DNA sequences.\(^{97}\) Such empathy or emotional consonance with the subject of investigation is not part of the textbook scientific method, which requires dispassionate, distanced observation of the object under investigation. McClintock’s story suggested to feminist commentators that the distanced methodology of science may overlook or reject ways of knowing that are not “objective” or that do not maintain strict separation between observer and observed.


\(^{96}\) Keller, supra note 14.

This kind of analysis has been criticized as running the risk of essentialism—of perpetuating in some sense gender stereotypes by arguing that certain types of knowledge or behavior are inherently the provenance of one sex or the other. But if we accept the distinction drawn earlier between gender and sex, between social role and biological characteristics, essentialism may become less of an objection. The standpoint argument then suggests that science excludes knowledge or ways of knowing that have been assigned to individuals playing a particular subordinated social role; while there may be considerable identity between the carriers of female biological characteristics and the members of the social class, the set of individuals who participate in the disfavored ways of knowing need not be exclusively biologically female. Thus, if we believe science divides “masculinized” ways of knowing from “feminized” ways of knowing, that remains an observation about the character of science rather than necessarily about the character of men or of women.

At some point, standpoint theory shades into a third set of critiques that challenge not only the terms by which science is conducted, but the motivations and social role that science performs. Such “postmodern feminist” theory examines the position of the scientific enterprise in the modern social and cultural milieu. Feminist scholars in this camp charge that gendered science produces not merely bad data, or incomplete knowledge, but constitutes a fundamentally oppressive social construct that serves to obscure the plurality of human experience. On this view, the scientific endeavor, and the technological applications that follow from scientific discovery, assumes a coherent and unitary view of reality that lends itself to control and domination. The implication is that because the assumptions and ideologies on which science are based are culturally pervasive, and because those assumptions and ideologies are gendered, a society based upon the scientific enterprise will systematically disadvantage women and other subordinated groups.

Because this view challenges not only the fundamental principles of sciences, but also the fundamentals of their place in society, it is difficult to
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imagine what de-gendered science would look like. Meeting this set of objections requires not merely re-thinking scientific epistemology from the ground up, but thinking entirely “outside the box” of our current social positioning of science. Such an approach, as suggested by Donna Haraway, rejects the feasibility of an omniscient viewpoint or “god trick” in considering either scientific knowledge or technological practice. Haraway’s approach embraces the concept of “situated knowledge,” which only exists in a specific context and cannot be evaluated without reference to that context. Haraway argues that it is critical to take into account the network of contributors, collaborators, influences, and ingredients that attend any insight, innovation, or intuition. Abstracting away the network of inputs to knowledge creates a false sense of objectivity that invites political manipulation. Consequently, Haraway argues that we must be satisfied with “partial perspective” rather than objective perspectives, and indeed regard the concrete grounding of situated, partial perspectives as an advantage rather than a disadvantage.

Haraway’s approach offers a potential remedy to MacKinnon’s concern that the objective stance allows the observer to project onto the object of consideration his own desires and expectations. A situated context takes account of the observer’s relationship to the observed and indeed moves the subject of observation from the category of passive object to active participant in knowledge development. Haraway takes particular note of the relationship between human and material actors in the development of technology. Drawing in part on concepts from actor-network theory, Haraway argues that technology must be viewed as a co-construction between humans and non-humans. The material world does not merely reflect the conditions and expectations of human actors, but must be recognized as having its own character, possibly even its own type of agency. Haraway invokes the image of the legendary Native American Coyote or Trickster as the metaphor to visualize the participatory, if perhaps non-volitional, nature of material agency. Mythologically, the Trickster represents a non-human entity that behaves in unexpected and disruptive fashion. In Haraway’s conception of materiality, the Trickster
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archetype underscores the independent and unruly contributions of material participants to invention and discovery, reminding us, as Karen Barad puts it, that “the world kicks back.”\(^{114}\)

Such indictment of gendering in science bears directly on the question of gender in patents, not only as a general critique of objectivity, but also as an indicator of how objectivity may be operating within patent law. If objectivity in science leads to an inaccurate account of the world, if it masks the relationships and interactions that lead to scientific discovery and innovation, and most of all, if it fosters a hierarchy that excludes valuable forms of participation in order to shore up the privileges of a few, then it may be doing the same in patent law. Patent law explicitly draws its legal standards from scientific research and technological development; the PHOSITA standard contemplates a level of skill in the art, that is, in a particular field of technological expertise. If we were to amend the patent system to address the potential bias of objective standards in science and in law, the results for patent law could run the gamut from subtle to profound, depending upon whether we ascribe to feminist empiricist, standpoint, or postmodern critiques. It is to that potential range of reform that we now turn.

IV. PATENTS RECONSIDERED

As should be apparent from the discussion up until this point, the objective PHOSITA standard in patent law shows considerable consonance with the issues identified and analyzed in feminist scholarship on law and on science. The PHOSITA, not surprisingly, displays many of the characteristics criticized by Bender in her evaluation of tort law’s objective personification of a legal standard.\(^ {115}\) As depicted in the Winslow tableau, the standard fosters a view of innovation that is detached, isolated, and divorced from the community. That insight might be pursued yet further, applying insights generated by MacKinnon, Haraway, and other commentators, to query whether the ostensible objectivity or neutrality of the PHOSITA standard is masking social biases and power relationships.

Indeed, a little investigation reveals that the PHOSITA, like the reasonably prudent person, is a relative latecomer to its ostensibly gender-neutral designation. The PHOSITA became a “person” of skill only quite recently. Older cases discussing the obviousness standard refer to the “skilled man,” and indeed this terminology is still current in the patent
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systems of other industrialized English-speaking countries. This suggests that we might ask regarding the PHOSITA, as Bender does in the case of tort law’s reasonably prudent person, whether the original, gendered designation of the legal standard may be revealing with regard to an underlying practical bias. We might also wonder whether the switch to less gendered terminology in fact makes any difference to the underlying assumptions of the standard. If the biases in science and other “objective” practices are found in the PHOSITA, then the arguments we have reviewed thus far regarding objectivity have direct implications for the patent system that harbors the PHOSITA.

A. The Range of Possibilities

As suggested by the range of feminist critiques of science and of objectivity, a range of interventions might be considered for patent law. Translating the arguments reviewed here across disciplines into patent law suggests a continuum of increasingly pervasive changes in patent law, from the operational to foundational. At a functional level, the feminist critique of objectivity might lead us to question whether such a standard might frustrate or hamper the purposes of the patent system as those purposes are now conceived. If patents are intended to encourage new ideas, new knowledge, and innovation, a standard that implicitly valorizes only certain types of knowledge might cause the system to either completely overlook other types of knowledge that might be beneficial, or to simply place too little value on developing types of knowledge that do not fit the profile of objectivity. Thus, one implication of both standpoint and postmodern feminist arguments may be that an objective patenting standard overlooks or actively excludes innovation that could be included under a feminist reworking of patent doctrine.

This concern aligns generally with the concern of some feminists that objectivity subordinates methods of knowing that might be classified as “feminine” ways of knowing, rather than “masculine” ways of knowing—that is to say, epistemologies that have been culturally associated with the female gender. Feminists have argued this point not only, as we have seen, with regard to science, but with regard to Western thought generally, and patent law certainly shows signs of the same influences.

For patents, the problem on this view is not so much the exclusion of one
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sex from full participation in the patent system as it is the exclusion of knowledge and innovations that have been historically associated the social role of that particular sex. Men may generate “feminine” forms of knowledge, but that knowledge, whether generated by men or by women, goes equally unregarded by the patent system. The net result, however, would be that the sex most frequently associated with the unregarded knowledge would be most frequently excluded from recognition or the reward of exclusive rights via patents.

Of course, the system might be intentionally designed to promote only certain types of knowledge; indeed, the patent statute does explicitly exclude knowledge that is not new, useful, or a significant advance over the prior art. Moreover, the patent statute does not explicitly state that “feminine” innovation lies outside patentable subject matter. But, the danger is that one of these stated criteria, or other patentability criteria such as the disclosure doctrines, may entail unrecognized and inadvertent exclusions, or at least exclusions that in some dimension were not explicitly intended. Inventions considered non-obvious or useful under current patent doctrine, may not include feminine innovation, if feminine innovations are not what we consider non-obvious or useful. It may be that we are comfortable with this outcome, that we are correctly excluding obvious and useless inventions, and if that includes feminine innovation, then feminine innovation is just what we wanted to exclude. But, it may also be that our definitions of obviousness and utility are excluding knowledge that cultural biases have caused us to overlook. In this case, much as the feminist empiricists have argued with regard to science, the patent system would be failing on its own terms, failing to promote knowledge that a better, unbiased patent system would properly elicit.

On a different level, the critique of objectivity might raise the concern that the patent system fosters a certain type of intrinsic deception about the characteristics of the subject matter that it encompasses. I have suggested in previous work that the patent system in fact encompasses a highly stylized view of nature and the natural, a dualist view that is readily exposed by the critical tools of feminist analysis. MacKinnon might suggest that such objective distortion creates a kind of self-serving delusion regarding technology, that the epistemic structure of the patent systems attributes to machines, manufactures, processes, and compositions of matter a nature that comports to the needs and desires of those innovators who hope to exploit such inventions. Thus, it may be that the criteria for
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patentability, and the process for vetting those criteria, recognize only those aspects of materiality that lend themselves to technological exploitation and control, effectively projecting onto patentable subject matter the attributes necessary for domination by means of a patent. In this case, the patent system may not only be overlooking “feminine” technologies, but also actively promoting technologies that facilitate and reinforce current social hierarchies, including gender hierarchies.

At a heightened level of concern, the critique of objectivity could lead us to question the current purposes of the patent system itself. The patent system is generally justified as intended in some fashion to promote technological innovation, but it may be that the desire to do so reflects an unhealthy patriarchal drive toward domination of resources, both material and social.\textsuperscript{124} The patent system might be working well, or it might be working poorly in promoting innovation,\textsuperscript{125} but we might be concerned that even if it is working “well” in the sense of promoting technological innovation, it is in a different sense working poorly because technological innovation is simply a bad idea. To the extent that technological innovation translates into accelerated and expanded means of consumption, we might be concerned that promoting technological innovation effectively means promoting environmental disaster, social disparity, materialism, and personal alienation. Certainly much, perhaps most, of the innovation found in the history of the industrialized world seems to entail these kinds of harms.

Alternatively, a somewhat less extreme version of this viewpoint might hold, not that all technological innovation is a bad idea, but at least that the kind of innovation that will be prompted by the prospect of exclusive rights is the wrong kind of innovation to promote.

On this view, the patent incentive, as it currently exists, is a deleterious influence on the path of innovation. The patent incentive may skew who will be motivated, and what technologies they will be motivated to develop. Other motivations might produce more benign forms of innovation. This view is not too far divorced from critiques of the patent system that argue it warps or disrupts institutions, such as academic research, that promote innovation via non-pecuniary rewards.\textsuperscript{126} This view also aligns with the
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concerns expressed by some feminists that objectivity impels society towards domineering and destructive forms of technological development, and so propagates exploitation of both people and natural resources. 127

Intermediate to these levels of concern might be the position that exclusive rights are the proper kind of carrot to dangle in front of prospective innovators, but the patent system is simply oriented toward the wrong outcomes. On this view, it may be that we should grant exclusive rights to certain inventions, but not on the basis of the criteria currently enshrined in the patent system. It may be that novelty, utility, and non-obviousness are not the proper criteria for judging the sort of innovation that we want to reward, or perhaps that these should not be the sole criteria. If our goal were to encourage innovation that would promote equality or social justice, not merely the PHOSITA standard would require reconsideration, but also the overall patentability criteria to which that standard is integral.

B. Implementing Insights

The concerns articulated by feminist theorists suggest a range of possible amendments to patent law, and patent doctrine offers a wide range of possible entry points to effect such changes. But holding to the theme of this essay, I will briefly examine the results that might be expected if we were to vary only our understanding of the objective characteristics embodied in PHOSITA, holding the rest of present patent doctrine constant, and considering how those variations might affect different aspects of patent law. The possible variations contemplate the qualities of reciprocal PHOSITA: connected, communally engaged, responsible, and epistemologically situated.

1. Situating the PHOSITA

Feminist critiques of objectivity, particularly Haraway’s approach of situated knowledge, suggest that patentability might be better framed in terms of the situated, partial perspective that an inventor might have. One question that requires some consideration at the outset of such a project is whether the knowledge of the PHOSITA is not already situated. In some sense, the PHOSITA is intended to represent the knowledge of the community, and so is situated within that community. Recent decisions by the Supreme Court have emphasized that the PHOSITA should be regarded
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as being informed or motivated by the unwritten or “common sense” understanding in the technical community.\footnote{128}

But as we have seen, the PHOSITA’s “situation” is uncanny, as he is hypothetically presumed to know the sum total of the prior art in the relevant technological field.\footnote{129} Haraway’s critique suggests that the PHOSITA ought not to be formulated as having the kind of limited omniscience imagined in the Winslow tableau. Removing the PHOSITA’s “god’s eye view” of the prior art would likely result in a lower obviousness standard that ironically might produce more patents. Situationally limiting the prior art and the expectation as to what an inventor might do with the prior art would likely result in more combinations seeming nonobvious. Winslow might well have gotten his paper bag apparatus patent had the references conceptually arrayed before his inventive doppelganger in the court’s imagination been limited to those references that might have been combined by a situated inventor.

The seeds of such a situated approach might already be nascent in cases that limit the universe of prior art. Even though the PHOSITA is presumed to know all the relevant prior art, the universe of “relevancy” in some doctrinal formulations is circumscribed by the question the inventor is working on, and the technological relationship of the references.\footnote{130} The PHOSITA’s familiarity with the prior art does not extend to every art, but only to “analogous” arts that are conceptually close to that of the claimed invention.\footnote{131} Limiting the universe of prior art to that which is accessible, relevant, and comprehensible to a situated inventor’s knowledge might not be a radical departure from this approach.

At the same time, under a non-objective approach to disclosure, the patentee might be able to rely upon knowledge not presently taken into account in structuring the PHOSITA standard. It might be that more types of knowledge would come under the patent rubric. Current patent law appears to encompass only those ways of knowing that are categorized as rational and objective. Patent law excludes those types of knowledge that could not be easily conveyed to the man of ordinary skill,\footnote{132} the skilled man, and these presumably include knowledge that might be accessible outside the confines of objective rationality. If patent standards move
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beyond objectivity, the knowledge available to a situated PHOSITA might include not only the kind of linear, rational knowledge typically expected in a patent disclosure, but also an extended version of the Supreme Court’s suggestion that inventive knowledge includes the “inferences and creative steps” that one of ordinary skill in the art might employ. Such non-“masculine” ways of knowing could also perhaps be relied on for purposes of patent disclosure, easing the patentee’s enablement and written description requirements—the PHOSITA who has a “feeling for the organism” perhaps does not need to be explicitly told how to practice that kind of technology, if indeed such knowledge can be committed to text. As a result, patents might be easier to obtain in technologies that are difficult to describe.

However, other effects of situating the PHOSITA might tend to restrict patenting. Assuming the continued viability of something like our present disclosure standards, removing the PHOSITA’s god’s eye view might heighten the requirements of disclosure under section 112. The limited omniscience of the current PHOSITA includes all the vocabulary and knowledge of the relevant art; the inventor can rely on that knowledge in drafting her disclosure. She need not reproduce in the patent what the PHOSITA is presumed to know, and can expect that when making and using the claimed invention, the PHOSITA will use that body of knowledge to the extent feasible to fill in any gaps in the specification. A more situated PHOSITA would have less prior art knowledge to supplement a patent disclosure, requiring more meticulous disclosure by the patentee, and raising the level of necessary disclosure to obtain such patents.

2. Inventive Community

Casting our net somewhat wider, it might be that a recognition of the PHOSITA’s interconnection to the community should result in more instances of joint inventorship. We have seen that the PHOSITA, as found in the Winslow scenario, is imagined as engaged in a lone and solitary act of mental creation. But this is undoubtedly wrong as both a practical and a philosophical matter: inventors seldom invent in isolation from co-
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workers, technicians, and other contributors, and they are in any event unquestionably influenced by the ambient ideas, discussions, controversies, and expectations in their technical fields. Recognizing the interconnection of the situated inventor, as Bender or Haraway would have us do, might lead us to recognize the suite of contributors who are integral to any inventive act.

Acknowledging that inventors do not create in splendid isolation, but draw upon a network of contributors, we might be impelled to say that more of those contributions should be considered to constitute patentable invention. Under current law, an inventor must contribute to the conception of at least one claim of the patent. Participation in the physical process of reducing the invention to practice does not make one an inventor. Some of my previous work argues that this view of invention entails a gendered philosophy about invention, valorizing certain types of mental work while discounting the physical labor of material invention. And, participation to the rarified mental construction of the invention has been artificially constrained to reinforce a particularly hierarchy of participation.

Such limitations are nicely illustrated by the inventorship dispute surrounding Feline Immunodeficiency Virus (FIV). The presence of this virus was first recognized by Marlo Brown, who operated a shelter for stray and abandoned cats. As an animal health technician and former veterinary hospital manager, Brown recognized that some of the cats in her shelter were apparently suffering from immunodeficiency, and she concluded that they were infected with a virus similar to Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). She took her hypothesis, together with the detailed observation and records regarding her cats, to virologist Dr. Neils Pederson at U.C. Davis School of Veterinary Medicine. Following her leads, Pederson and his associates isolated FIV and filed for patents on the purified virus as well as methods for diagnosing it. The patent did not include Brown as an inventor.
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When Brown sued to be added to the patent as an inventor, the court concluded that her observations and suggestions, while key to beginning the search for the virus, were not part of the conception of the claimed invention.\footnote{Id. at 445.} Since she was, as the court put it, a “non-scientist” and had not participated in the laboratory work to isolate the virus, she did not know the structure or properties of the actual virus as claimed in the patent; rather, she merely recognized its existence and offered guidance on where to look for it.\footnote{See id.} The court’s opinion draws a clear line, correct as a matter of patent doctrine, between Brown’s contributions and the invention claimed in the patent. Knowing where to look for an invention, and indeed what one will find when one looks, is distinct from conceiving of the claimed invention.

Viewed from outside the technical distinctions of patent doctrine, this result has to seem somewhat odd. Brown was clearly a key contributor to the discovery of the virus—as indeed the opinion acknowledges—and by any logic played a pivotal role regarding the patents arising from that discovery. The virus was only identified, isolated, and characterized because of her keen and expert perception. Thus, Brown’s contribution was undoubtedly a causal, “but for” factor leading to the final invention: had Brown not recognized the condition of the cats and called it to the attention of the virologists, the invention would not have occurred, and Dr. Pederson would have obtained no patents on it. Indeed, it seems almost nonsensical to say that Brown did not contribute to the conception of one or more of the claims, as there would have been no conception without Brown’s prompting and guidance.

Such an anomalous outcome suggests that perhaps something is amiss in patent inventorship, if the standard is constructed so as to exclude contributions that were necessary, if perhaps not sufficient, to the conception of the invention. The standard, as we have seen, assumes that inventors invent in a kind of conceptual isolation.\footnote{See infra notes 47-48 and accompanying text.} But, the legal construct defining patentability might be re-visioned along the same lines as Leslie Bender’s re-visioning of the reasonably prudent person in tort. Much as Bender suggests that the isolated and decontextualized reasonable man might be recast as a caring or concerned neighbor,\footnote{See Bender, Feminist (Re)Torts, supra note 58, at 901-04.} the standard for patentable activity might be re-connected to community and context, placed back into association with the influences that convene to produce an invention. Rather than the isolated Winslow inventor or the objectively detached “skilled man,” the proper patent standard might be the person...
engaged in a dialog with the prior art. Or it may be that the patent standard should be envisioned as the person connected to the relevant social network.

The objection could be raised that recognizing the contributions of currently unrecognized contributors is likely to complicate inventorship in unfamiliar ways. But that would of course be precisely the point of moving to a less insular view of invention: to recognize and reflect the complexity of the inventive process. Even as it stands, inventorship is inevitably an exercise in line-drawing, and there is no reason to think that courts could not become adept at drawing the line in a new place. A variety of tools is available to help them do so; there is no reason that inventorship need constitute Blackstone’s “sole and despotic” control over property. Contributors might be entitled to a range of potential entitlements that need not all be exclusive: perhaps only to attribution, or to an accounting for profits, or to a royalty or other proportional distributions. Requiring inventors to account to a larger group of contributors for how the invention is deployed might hamper exploitation of the invention, but perhaps imposing some impediments, even consensus on the development of inventions would not be altogether a bad thing.

3. The Nature of Products

Feminist perspectives point out that the network of influences leading to invention is not limited to human contributors. Haraway’s approach to recognizing the partnership of humans with the material world in co-creating technology potentially extends the problem of joint invention—in Haraway’s view, material substrates are part of the network in which humans invent, and are in some sense partners in invention, having a quirky agency all their own. The mercurial character of material invention is perhaps most apparent in cases such as Barbara McClintock’s “jumping genes” or other biological inventions, where the invention seems to have a “mind of its own,” unexpectedly propagating and demonstrating characteristics unforeseen by the inventor.
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In such cases it is apparent that humans are not necessarily in control of the situation, which in turn implies that the qualities of the invention are not altogether attributable to the inventor, and perhaps not attributable to the inventor at all. Traditionally, that would likely put the invention, or discovery, outside patentable subject matter. The subject matter of the patent system is paradigmatically intended to encompass “anything under the sun made by man”\textsuperscript{156}, naturally occurring phenomena or materials in their natural state are excluded from patentable subject matter.\textsuperscript{157} Material attributes that do not stem from “man” would most likely be denominated by skeptical observers as “discoveries” that are “products of nature” rather than actual “inventions” that stem from human ingenuity. This product of nature doctrine would likely exclude phenomena attributable to material agency.

Patent skeptics relying on the discovery/invention dichotomy are relying on a dualism, which I have examined elsewhere, to try to capture the quality of the invention’s independence from human domination.\textsuperscript{158} But the product of nature dualism entails the familiar strategy of adopting a distanced, objective view of “nature” that attempts to separate human actors from the material realities of invention. Thus, Marilyn Strathern notes that the product of nature doctrine attempts to artificially divide nature from culture, effectively leaving the raw material of “nature” publicly available for appropriation.\textsuperscript{159} Haraway similarly notes that objective or masculinized science views nature as simply the raw material for culture.\textsuperscript{160} She argues that patented inventions should instead be viewed as hybrids of human and non-human contributions: separating the natural substrates from cultural imprimatur reinforces tendency toward alienation, commodification, and ultimately exploitation.\textsuperscript{161}

Recognizing this danger of classification as “products of nature,” we might look elsewhere in patent doctrine for the beginnings of Haraway’s hybrid approach. Current patent law is not altogether oblivious to the wayward behavior of its substrates, certainly not in those cases, such as biotechnological and chemical inventions, where the behavior of the
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material makes itself most apparent. These wet sciences seem more likely to misbehave, and so have been designated as the “unpredictable arts” by the courts, in contrast to the fields of mechanical or electrical invention, which are presumed to be better behaved.\(^{162}\) Useful developments in the unpredictable arts are less likely to be held obvious where the substrate is, by definition, unpredictable.\(^{163}\) At the same time, inventions in biotechnology or chemistry carry with them a heightened expectation of disclosure, requiring a more detailed description of how the inventor succeeded in taming the subject matter, and advising those of ordinary skill how they may in turn tame the invention without undue effort.\(^{164}\)

The independent quality of patentable substrates may be most obvious in biological inventions such as seeds or transposons, but is by no means unique to materials that are self-propagating or motile. Haraway’s insight applies to a greater or lesser extent to materials that we would consider inert or lifeless; the same unruly qualities can also be glimpsed in Bert Adam’s celebrated cuprous chloride solution.\(^{165}\) Adams, a “garage inventor,” had tried unsuccessfully to develop a better, more durable type of electrical battery. After trying numerous chemical compositions, he was preparing yet another, on his kitchen stove. Ash from his cigarette accidentally fell into the batch, producing a mixture with exactly the desired properties for an improved battery.\(^{166}\) The invention, held to be patentable and non-obvious by the Supreme Court,\(^{167}\) was an entirely fortuitous mixture of materials that the inventor had not intended to combine.

Adams’s accidental breakthrough is not unique, although perhaps more prominent in patent lore than other serendipitous inventions. The economic theory of patenting assumes that patents constitute an incentive to invention, but patent law nonetheless grants the same rewards for serendipitous or accidental technologies as it does for calculated, deliberate technological developments.\(^{168}\) Indeed, given that unexpected results are the least likely to be held obvious, the non-obviousness criterion in patent law may tend patent law towards favoring serendipitous technologies. The unruly character of material invention is to some degree embraced within
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current patent doctrine.

Such instances where “the world kicks back” in surprising ways may provide a starting point for the situated perspective endorsed by Haraway. These serendipitous inventive moments provide perhaps the clearest example of the “hybrid” nature of human and material inventive interactions identified by Haraway and others. Adams’ kitchen chemistry alone was ineffective to produce an improved electrical cell; his battery would never have been perfected but for the “Coyote” moment of material recombination. At the same time, the “Coyote” moment of invention would not have occurred had Adams not been in the kitchen mixing that particular batch of chemicals, watching for particular material qualities to emerge.

This need not necessarily mean that the substrates of invention deserve recognition on the patent for their contributions. But Haraway’s material agency approach particularly challenges the myth of the “heroic inventor,” the archetypal genius whose talent or perseverance are the genesis of new technological advances, and who by implication deserves exclusive control of those advances by virtue of such talent or perseverance. Haraway recognizes that invention is in fact the product of a complex intersection of factors, including the agential quality of the material environment. This approach might militate in favor of more limited exclusivity—it seems somewhat counterintuitive to grant to a serendipitous inventor rights in a technology that in some senses invented itself. Yet we would presumably want the system to offer enough encouragement to impel the Bert Adamses of the world into the kitchen so as to give material tricksters the right setting to display their agency.

Indeed, if we acknowledge the Coyote nature of material agents, it may not be possible to definitively describe how to make and use the claimed invention, only how to put one’s self in a position to collaborate with the materials. This is perhaps not all that far away from what inventors in the “unpredictable arts,” such as monoclonal antibody screening, do now. Patent law has had to make allowances for such technological practice, where those of skill generate enormous numbers of biological
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combinations in the hope of encountering a few with interesting, desirable properties. Haraway’s work suggests that such preludes to serendipity are different in scale, but not in kind, from invention generally, and that patent doctrine might embrace that view in formulating less hierarchical concept of invention.

4. Patent Responsibility

We have already noted that the PHOSITA is ubiquitous in patent doctrine, and it would not be surprising if the character of the PHOSITA were similarly pervasive. The gendered assumptions embedded in the PHOSITA standard may be emblematic of a more generalized, systemic set of assumptions in the patent system. Patent law appears to entail a grant of exclusive rights with little consideration of concomitant responsibilities. Like the emphasis that Bender identified in tort law on rights over responsibilities, patent law clearly emphasizes the grant of exclusive rights, with essentially no consideration of any responsibility that might attend those rights.

True, there is a body of cases that might be characterized as recognizing a responsibility not to misuse the patent in an anticompetitive fashion. Also, certain countries have embraced a patent regime that entails a responsibility to work the patent rather than let the technology lie fallow, with the penalty of loss of right, or imposition of a compulsory license when that responsibility is not met. But for the most part, such examples are rare, and becoming rarer, as patent law becomes almost exclusively justified on models of economic incentive.

This orientation of patent law has been rather dramatically illustrated by a scenario drawn from the widely debated Canadian Schmeiser case. Schmeiser is a canola farmer who was discovered to have had patented, genetically modified, herbicide resistant canola plants growing in his fields. Schmeiser had no license or other authorization to grow such crops and when sued by the patent holder, Monsanto, was found to be infringing the patent. However, Schmeiser claimed that he had no idea how the patented crops came to be growing in his fields. In his factual
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assertions during the case, he suggested that pollen or seeds from Monsanto crops may have blown onto his land and sprouted there among his other plants without his knowledge. In either case, whether the use was fortuitous or deliberate, the culpability would be the same; patent infringement provisions do not require knowledge or intent. They impose strict liability for making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the claimed invention. Even inadvertent husbandry of patented crops would fall within the making and using provisions.

The possibility of such involuntary infringement has prompted a considerable degree of scrutiny of the Schmeiser case and of patent law’s strict liability regime. The possibility that infringement might occur, not only inadvertently, but also involuntarily, strikes both patent novices and patent experts as intuitively wrong. Scholars who are well aware of the strict liability nature of patent infringement have explored various contortions of legal doctrine that might lead to a different, less repugnant result, or have simply proposed that the law cannot be allowed to remain in a state that would impose liability for involuntary infringement of a patent.

Just as the duty to rescue cases provide a luminal example shocking enough to invite reconsideration of tort law’s fundamental strictures, so the Schmeiser scenario may provide a similar luminal case in patent law. Visceral reactions to the two cases seem similar. Just as Bender’s students were incredulous that the law would ignore, perhaps even encourage, callous failures to rescue, so people confronted with the Schmeiser situation may respond with incredulity, even a sense of outrage, that an errant breeze could visit liability on an unwitting farmer. And here, Bender’s critique of tort law’s dissociation from the community might again be translated to patent law. Just as the act of invention cannot stand apart from the community that integrally fosters and supports the act of inventions, neither can deployment of the invention occur without consideration of the impact that invention may have on the wider community in which it is situated.

---
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5. Progress of the Useful Arts

More radical re-visioning of the patent statute is of course possible. Following the argument that the patent system promotes the wrong kind of progress, or encourages the wrong kinds of innovation, we might consider whether the familiar criteria of utility, non-obviousness, and novelty should be supplemented or replaced by other criteria. These criteria seem to be successful, at least some of the time, in producing technologies that provide more and better material goods, or improved health, for exchange in the marketplace. But of course, they also produce technologies that damage the environment, harm human health, and promote empty materialism. We might well decide that the kinds of technologies we would prefer to promote are those that are characterized by entirely different criteria than novelty, utility, and non-obviousness—perhaps instead technologies characterized by inclusivity, or equality, or social justice.

Such considerations are not entirely unknown to the patent system. Historically, U.S. patent law excluded some inventions on the basis of morality; inventions that had no discernable use other than to promote immoral or illegal behavior were denied patents. Although that doctrine fell into disuse and ultimately into judicial disfavor, other jurisdictions continue to prohibit certain types of inventions from patentable subject matter on social or moral justifications. In Europe, certain types of biotechnological inventions are restricted or excluded on the basis of “public order.” But such disqualifications are not only rare, they are negative rather than affirmative. Particularly in the United States, the criteria for patentability have never been oriented toward promoting moral or socially virtuous innovation. Patentable subject matter doctrine has been and remains divorced from non-pecuniary social policy. As Bender observed in the case for tort’s duty to rescue doctrine, patents have focused on rights rather than responsibilities, exclusion rather than engagement, and individualism rather than community. We might conclude, as Bender has for tort law, that patents reflect an ethic of distance and separation rather than association and connection.

At the same time, patents are a form of property explicitly created to benefit the public. If we were to give that purpose an affirmative rather


than a negative character, certain fundamental assumptions of patent law would likely need reconsideration. Given that at least some of our current patentability criteria have been held by the Supreme Court to flow from a constitutional mandate in Article I, section 8, clause 8, a substitution of radically different patentability criteria might require some reconsideration of the constitutional basis for patenting. In particular, new criteria might require a different view of the constitutional requirement of “progress.”

Commentators have come to varying conclusions as to exactly what the Framers of the constitution meant by this term; in general, most of the historical and policy analyses seem to conclude that “progress” must have something to do with bettering the human condition. It may be that bettering the human condition often involves providing more and better material means to humankind; but, there is no particular reason that “progress” need encompass a trajectory driven toward financial rather than, say, social or ecological considerations. “Progress,” properly considered, might well be furthered by criteria other than those currently specified for patentability.

V. CONCLUSION

A close examination of patent law doctrines associated with the PHOSITA standard indicate underlying gendered assumptions similar to those previously identified in other areas of the law. A shift away from this objective standard for patentability and disclosure would entail a considerable number of changes in patent doctrine, ranging from the subtle to the profound. As I have outlined, the tug and pull between a new obviousness standard and a new disclosure standard could shift patenting in differing directions; it is unclear whether a new epistemology of obviousness and disclosure would produce more or fewer patents. However, such changes could certainly be expected to produce different patents, and that would presumably be the point of adopting such changes: to generate a patent system that is less hierarchical, less patriarchal, but more socially transparent. Given the likely resistance to developing such a patent system, the likelihood of implementing these changes is probably remote. But, at a minimum, there is value in critically examining the system to unearth the unrecognized assumptions relating patents and gender.